Year 4

SUMMER
Term

Ms Mason, Mrs Hedges,
Mrs Sangha

English:

Science:

Other points:

In Year 4 our writing will be
inspired by the Ancient
Egyptians. We will be writing
stories, diaries and newspaper
reports. Children will work
towards their appropriate
English targets. We will
continue the Year 4 spelling
objectives as part of English
lessons as well as individual
spellings to be bested on.

This term, we will continue to
develop our skills of working
scientifically through our
topics: states of matter and
electricity.

PE: Will remain on a
Wednesday afternoon and
children need suitable PE kit
including sun hat, cream,
water bottles.

Maths:
We will be furthering our
learning including mastery of
the four operations and shape,
time and measures. It is
essential that children continue
to master their knowledge of
multiplication facts (up to and
including 12 x tables). Children
are tested weekly on these.

RE:
In RE, we will be learning
about Christian marriage
and the impact of Christianity on the world.

Your child should have a
named water bottle each
day with them.

Art:

Equipment; a sharp HB
pencil, colour pencils
desirable.

This term, we will be looking
at Frontalism art and making
model canopic jars. We will
also be learning about the
artist Paul Klee and trying
our hand at printing.

Music:
Songs about Ancient Egypt.

Reading records (signed by
parents) and spelling books
need to be brought in daily.
Homework needs to be
brought in punctually.

Computing:
This term the children will
be using Audacity media
programme.

History Topic:
This term, our History topic is the
Ancient Eygptians. We will be
learning about different aspects of
this ancient civilisation including:
Gods and beliefs; the importance
of the River Nile; farming and
seasons; mummification, artefacts
and Pharaohs.

DT:
This term, we will be constructing
pop up pages for our Ancient
Egyptian topic books. We will also
be using our knowledge of circuits
to create a light up tomb.

Dates for your diaries:
Trip to Haslemere Museum:
4H 28th June, 4S/4M 29th June

Egyptian day— tbc

Please feel free to come in
and discuss any matters
regarding your child. Please
make an appointment with
the office first or send a note
in with your child.
We appreciate any offers of
help with listening to readers
and require a few volunteers
for our trip to the museum.

